Please choose 1 or more of the following books to read and complete a 'Book Report Project' to complete when done reading

Books: 1. The Mighty Miss Malone by Christopher Paul Curtis

2. Mr. Chickees Funny Money by Christopher Paul Curtis

Choose 1 or more activities to tell about what you are reading over the summer.

1. Book Report in a Bag: scholars (students) read the book and begin to find things around the house that remind them of the book. They then place the objects in a bag (paper bag, plastic bag, book bag, cooler bag and so on. The objects that scholars (students) can place in a bag can be objects that the scholars (students) read about in the book.

2. Poem Tree: Scholars (students) use one line from each page of the text to create a poem in the shape of a tree. They would include or the drawing of the tree trunk, branches, and leaves.

3. Filmstrip Book Report: scholars (students) draw what happens first, next, next and last on 5-10 squares and then color it in. On top of each picture or at the bottom of each picture, the student writes a little note to explain each picture. Scholars (students) are to use the front and back of the folded paper
4. **CD Book Report 1:** Scholars (students) can choose to make up a 'Rap' using the works from the book to explain what the book was about and to tell how they felt about the book.

5. **CD Book Report 2:** Scholars (students) can choose various songs or titles of songs that reminds them of the book and place on a CD or drawing of a CD.

6. **Letter to the Author Book Report:** Scholars (students) can write a letter to the author of the book and tell them what they think of the story. They will need to explain why they think that way in their letter.

7. **Letter to the Character Book Report:** Scholars (students) can write a letter to one of the characters in the story. In their letter they can give the character advise or share with character what they would have done if they were the character.

8. **Poster board Book Report:** Scholars (students) can draw wanted poster of one or more characters from the book and describe the character: (how they look, what their attitude is like, are they nice friendly, kind? What some things they do to seem nice, or mean?)